Details of our Live Event programmes
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We offer an extra day of training at no additional cost, for those serious about teaching
adults in churches. In order to get a new OT LIVE Presenter up and running we will
usually need you to arrange your first few Events from your own network of contacts.
We will also need to equip you with saleable materials for these Events. People who
attend these Events will be paying £14, and often listening for a whole day, so will
expect an excellent, engaging and interactive communicator.

LIVE
Where:
Cost:
Timings:
Materials:

WORD
Where:

Cost:
Timings:
Materials:

Taught to adults, usually in churches
£75 Booking Fee - only returned when an Event has 50+ paying attendees
£14 per adult,
Children aged 11-16 free with a paying adult - no materials given
5 sessions of 60 mins
80 page full-colour workbook
40 day Devo to encourage Bible reading
5 small group studies to encourage Digging Deeper
Saleable items provided to increase the impact of an Event

Not taught to adults in churches (see OT LIVE)
Not taught to 9-11 year olds in school (see OT MINI)
Typically taught in Youth Venues or Prisons
£5 per Workmap, which is added to OT MINI bursary fund
5 sessions of 40-50 mins
Foldable Workmaps provided for every attendee

IN SCHOOLS

IN CHURCHES

Taught to 9-11 year olds in school
£1 per child, usually funded by WTB through a bursary gift system
5 sessions of 40-50 mins
Foldable Workmaps provided for every child
Printable worksheets available to schools for extension tasks

CHILDREN

Where:
Cost:
Timings:
Materials:

OR PRISONS
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MINI

ADULTS
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All our training courses begin by providing the framework to teach OT MINI

YOUTH
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For over 40 years Walk Through the Bible Instructors have been teaching the Big
Picture of the Bible in churches all over the world. These interactive programmes
for the Old and New Testaments were developed by a Theological Lecturer called
Bruce Wilkinson. He realised that if his students didn’t know the storyline of the Bible
how could they ever dig deeper without losing their way? Bruce began teaching the
storyline of the whole Bible by using almost 200 innovative handsigns to aide his
students memories. Quickly he separated the OT and the NT, and reduced the
handsigns to 77 each. When he moved on from Walk Through the Bible in 2002 he
was still advocating a further reduction, to the “irreducible minimum”. The 77 were
reduced to 40 in 2014, just enough details to see the whole storyline of the Bible.
Our aim however has never been just to teach the storyline of the Bible, we aim to
inspire people to see the Big Picture, then dig deeper.

TRAINING

£200
includes
£100 Honorarium for the trainer
£100 Towards OT MINI Fund for schools

COST OF
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Cost of Training

We look forward to providing…
• A constant supply of materials for teaching these Events.
• Regular updating of the materials when change is necessary.
• Teaching evaluation to help you become the best Presenter possible.
• Annual meetings for fellowship, updates and developmental training.
• A readily accessible ear to discuss aspects of the ministry of Walk Through the Bible.
• Regular prayer support for our Presenters.

PROVIDE

• All teaching materials to equip you to teach MINI / WORD / LIVE Events.

WE WILL
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• Comprehensive training

• New Testament Training for experienced OT Presenters.
• Specifically for LIVE
• A selection of saleable Ministry Products to increase the impact of adult events.

In return, we expect our Presenters to…
• Actively seek opportunities to promote and obtain leads for Live Events.

• Refrain from adding or deleting from the core and ethos,
or the materials used in the teaching of Live Events.
• Keep teaching materials responsibly and securely.
• Return teaching materials when requested,
usually when no longer teaching for WTB ministries.
• Refrain from copying or loaning teaching materials to a third party.
• Refrain from promoting another ministry or programme
in the context of a Walk Through the Bible Live Event.
• Support our office staff by completing a small amount
of pre and post event administration.
• Regularly pray for the ministry of Walk Through the Bible.

Any questions?
Please give us a call on 01255 871000 and ask for Paul or Tom

EXPECT
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• Be team players, offering advise and support whenever possible.

WE WILL

• Actively seek financial support for our MINI programmes for children.

